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Programs

The Health Advocacy Summit is the prior name
of the overall organization but now serves as
the name for our virtual and in-person events.
Prior to the pandemic, we facilitated seven in-
person Summits in four states and during the
pandemic, we have facilitated three
international virtual Summits.

Events & More!
7 Virtual Meetings per
month

Roundtables to bring
together stakeholders on
a variety of topics 

Advocacy to increase
access to higher
education 

Critical resources for our
community, including civic
engagement and
advance care planning. 

 

 

The Crohn's and Colitis Young Adults Network
(CCYAN) facilitates a fellowship program,
community space, and more for young adults with
Inflammatory Bowel Diseases. CCYAN is the only
disease-specific programming of Generation
Patient. 

The mission of the (Health) Policy Lab is to provide
health policy education and advocacy opportunities to
young adults with chronic and rare conditions in an
effort to increase meaningful access to prescription
medications.

(HEALTH)



We have no disclosure to report. 
 

Our support comes from foundations such as the
Helmsley Charitable Trust, Arnold Ventures, the

Disability Inclusion Fund, and the Lumina Foundation.
 

We are independent of all industry funding. 

Disclosures 



20202020
Global Health Policy: Drug Pricing
ADA & Accommodations: Self-
Advocacy tips for Transitioning
From Pediatric to Adult Care
International Perspectives:
Chronic Illness in India
Mental Health: Emotional
Dimensions of Chronic Illness
Navigating Insurance in the U.S.
Intersecting Identities & Minority
Health
Mindfulness & Movement
Navigating Higher Education
Telling Your Story: Communicating
With Peers, Loved Ones, & Medical
Professionals
Chronic Illness & Entrepreneurship

Global Health Policy:
Pharmaceutical Patents
Advocating for Your Future:
Higher Education and the
Workplace
Adaptive Ballet Class
Digital Activism: Grassroots
Patient Advocacy
Intersecting Identities
Financial Resources
Emotional Wellbeing
International Perspectives:
Malaysia, Uganda, and India
Exploring Art Therapy: An
Interactive Session
Media Representation of
Chronic Illness
Confidence & Body Image

20212021 20222022
Dysautonomia & Chronic Illness
Art Workshop: A Therapeutic,
Interactive Session
Medical Trauma and Growth
A Conversation With Grassroots
Activists
Decolonizing Patient Advocacy
Diagnosed: Grief, Identity,
Acceptance, & the Unknown
Neurodivergence & Chronic
Conditions
Global Access to Medicines
Higher Education, the
Workplace, & Self-employment
Movement & Mindfulness
A Conversation with Selma Blair
and Troy Nankin

Our Virtual Summit Topics 



The number of virtual
support meetings for

young adults with chronic
conditions. 

350
Support 

 meetings meetings



Since March 2020, we have held over 300 virtual meetings to connect young adult patients on a national
and international scale. We currently host at least seven virtual community meetings each month. Some
of these meetings are topic-specific, while others are informal conversations that act as opportunities to

connect on a deeper level with others navigating similar experiences.

General Support Meetings for Young Adult Patients
These virtual meetings are for all young adult patients regardless of their diagnosis. Social engagement
and peer support play a crucial role in maintaining hope and resilience, which is why we’ve created a
safe space for young adult patients to come together.

Virtual Community Sessions for Young Adults with IBD
These virtual meetings are hosted through our program, the Crohn’s and Colitis Young Adults Network
(CCYAN). Each session is based on a specific IBD-related topic as a way for us all to come together
virtually and create a safe space to share our emotions, experiences, and ever-evolving IBD journeys.

Our Higher Education Student Support Network is a collective of undergraduate and graduate students
who come together virtually to support one another in navigating life with chronic medical disabilities.
This support group aims to create a community while also bringing its members real-world tools to
navigate life as a college student with a chronic condition. 

Higher Education Student Support Network

When a family member is diagnosed with a chronic illness, everything in the family changes. There are
important issues that can affect a other young family members and it's vital that they have a place
where they can speak openly. This support group is open to siblings as well as children of parents
affected by chronic illness.

Virtual Meetings for Siblings of Young Adult Patients

We currently offer the following virtual support meetings for our community:

Our Virtual Meetings 

https://www.ccyanetwork.org/


Our Roundtable on Chronic Medical
Disabilites and Higher Education highlighted
the most pressing needs for students who
are entering these institutions. We published
Proceedings from this Roundtable. 

Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System 

Higher Education

Nineteen percent of undergraduates
in 2015–16 reported having a disability. 

How many disabilities are underreported,
particularly chronic medical disabilities? 



Our survey on the SAT and ACT
Experiences Survey for
Students with Chronic Medical
Conditions is directed toward
College Board and the ACT,
because we know anecdotally,
the difficulty in accessing
accommodations. We are
doing this in conjunction with
Dr. Ann Shih at Virginia
Commonwealth University.  

However, we also know things
are not going to change
without quantitative evidence. 

Higher Education



Health Policy

In 1992, Christine Hayes of the
Huntington’s Disease Society of America

said  ‘hope is no good if a drug is
developed and our folks cannot afford it’.

The (Health) Policy Lab is a program
through Generation Patient established
in January 2022, to provide health
policy education and advocacy
opportunities to young adults with
chronic conditions.

(HEALTH)



Health Policy

According to the Georgetown University McCourt School of Public
Policy, 53% of people ages 18-34 use prescription drugs. 

Moreover, 21% of people ages 18-49 years old say they have
difficulty affording their medication (Kaiser Family Foundation,
2019). 

The share is likely to be even higher for younger adults as the
highest poverty rate in the United States is between the ages of
18-24 (Statistia, 2022). 



Health Policy

Advocating for change to insurance policies, or PBM policies -none of
that will help with drug affordability at the end of the day if a drug
price is still $20,000 a year, for example. Insurance can lower your
copays, but premiums will go up, for example, this high drug price will
come out of somewhere. 

At the end of the day, if we are talking about affordable drugs,
everything starts with the base (list) price of that drug, and it is
pharma who controls that. 

While MUCH more advocacy needs to be done regarding insurance,
the ACA has created nationwide standards for insurance affordability,
but no similar policy has passed regarding prescription drugs and it is
urgent. 

Why focus on the pharmaceutical industry? 



Health Policy

Health Policy Forums

Basics of Prescription Drug Pricing (February 2022-March 2022) 
Gerald Posner
Andrew York
Hemi Tewarson 
Audrey Baker  

PDAB General Informational Meeting (August 2022) 
Pranav Pinapala (Generation Patient team) 

Basics of Health Economics (upcoming) 
Dr. Rena Conti 
Dr. Benjamin Rome 
Yvette Venable 

Our forums are independent education opportunities for young
adult patients to get involved in issues affecting them the most. 



In our current state, there is an abuse of free markets and a consolidation of the
industry. The challenge in the 21st century is the high rate of monopolization of
these industries, reducing competition and creating market control. 

Between 1995 and 2015, 60 pharmaceutical companies merged into 10. 

openmarketsinstitute.org

Monopololization

I-MAK.org



 

Pharmaceutical Direct-to-Consumer
Advertising on TikTok and Instagram



Social Media Usage in Young Adults 

The largest age group using Instagram is
aged 25-34 years,  at 31 .2%, and 18-24 years
at 31%.

On TikTok,  the largest age demographic
of users is 10-19.  ( 1 )  

In the U.S.  8 out of 10 internet users seek
out health information online,  with 74% of
those people uti l iz ing social media for
their  search. (2)

Around 66-91% of teens using social
media report using this avenue for
finding their  health information. (3)

1) Sprout Social  (2) The National Institutes of Health  (3) Sage Journals  (4) Duke Margolis Center for Health Policy 

https://sproutsocial.com/insights/new-social-media-demographics/#tiktok-demographics
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4103576/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2056305119886025
https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/sites/default/files/2022-05/Informing%20and%20Refining%20the%20Prescription%20Drug%20Promotion%20Research%20Agenda%20Meeting%20Report.pdf
https://healthpolicy.duke.edu/sites/default/files/2022-05/Informing%20and%20Refining%20the%20Prescription%20Drug%20Promotion%20Research%20Agenda%20Meeting%20Report.pdf


 Who is the most vulnerable? 

Vulnerable populations, including adolescents and
individuals with chronic or hard-to-treat conditions or those
with depression, may be particularly impacted by targeted

promotional communications on social media platforms.

(1) Duke Margolis Center for Health Policy   

https://www.reutersevents.com/events/patientUSA/webinar/?utm_campaign=5026-23MAY19-WK21-Patient-EFPptnts&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua&partner=Internal-EU&elqTrackId=88564ec2ae7d40fab1c3b28464635e95&elq=4513703cefd34210913495c293080ea1&elqaid=44856&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=26021
https://www.reutersevents.com/events/patientUSA/webinar/?utm_campaign=5026-23MAY19-WK21-Patient-EFPptnts&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua&partner=Internal-EU&elqTrackId=88564ec2ae7d40fab1c3b28464635e95&elq=4513703cefd34210913495c293080ea1&elqaid=44856&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=26021


Impact of social media

Viral ity and viewership,  especially on TikTok and Instagram reels.

60-second maximum on Instagram reels 

10 minutes on TikTok 

Impact Example:  Vagisi l  recently launched OMV!,  a “freshener”
aimed at teenagers.  Docs al l  over social media have blasted the
product as unhealthy and unkind, call ing out Vagisi l  for vulva-
shaming. On TikTok,  though, those slams take on more
personality,  increasing the l ikelihood of them going viral.  Dr.
Staci Tanouye, an OB-GYN with 1 .3 mil l ion TikTok fol lowers,
characterized the OMV! effort as “a predatory marketing
practice targeting minors.” ( 1 )  

 

(1) Campaign Live

https://www.campaignlive.com/article/tiktok-changing-healthcare-marketing/1710911


Who is a microinfluencer?

Accounts with around 10,000-50,000
followers,  or less.

Being leveraged as a more “authentic”
avenue to appeal to consumers

Stronger parasocial relationships  due
to smaller fol lowing making the micro
influencer seem more l ike a fr iend or
peer.  ( 1 )  

(1) Bond, Bradley. (2016). Following Your “Friend”: Social Media and the Strength of Adolescents' Parasocial
Relationships with Media Personae. Cyberpsychology, Behavior, and Social Networking. 19.
10.1089/cyber.2016.0355. 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Bradley-Bond/publication/309088783_Following_Your_Friend_Social_Media_and_the_Strength_of_Adolescents%27_Parasocial_Relationships_with_Media_Personae/links/58b0803345851503be97e436/Following-Your-Friend-Social-Media-and-the-Strength-of-Adolescents-Parasocial-Relationships-with-Media-Personae.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Bradley-Bond/publication/309088783_Following_Your_Friend_Social_Media_and_the_Strength_of_Adolescents%27_Parasocial_Relationships_with_Media_Personae/links/58b0803345851503be97e436/Following-Your-Friend-Social-Media-and-the-Strength-of-Adolescents-Parasocial-Relationships-with-Media-Personae.pdf


Parasocial Relationship:  “A parasocial relationship is a one-sided
relationship that a media user engages in with a media persona.”
(1 )  

i f  an individual has a parasocial connection with a media
persona, that persona can influence their polit ical views and
voting decisions,  their purchasing behavior,  attitudes about
gender stereotypes,  and their trust in various groups of
people,  such as scientists.  (2)

Parasocial Relationships 

(1) Very Well Health  (2) Following your “friend” 

https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-a-parasocial-relationship-5210770
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Bradley-Bond/publication/309088783_Following_Your_Friend_Social_Media_and_the_Strength_of_Adolescents%27_Parasocial_Relationships_with_Media_Personae/links/58b0803345851503be97e436/Following-Your-Friend-Social-Media-and-the-Strength-of-Adolescents-Parasocial-Relationships-with-Media-Personae.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Bradley-Bond/publication/309088783_Following_Your_Friend_Social_Media_and_the_Strength_of_Adolescents%27_Parasocial_Relationships_with_Media_Personae/links/58b0803345851503be97e436/Following-Your-Friend-Social-Media-and-the-Strength-of-Adolescents-Parasocial-Relationships-with-Media-Personae.pdf


 The Urgency 
9 out of 10 patients ask their doctor about a product after

seeing influencer-shared information. (1)

(1) Reuters Events 

https://www.reutersevents.com/events/patientUSA/webinar/?utm_campaign=5026-23MAY19-WK21-Patient-EFPptnts&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua&partner=Internal-EU&elqTrackId=88564ec2ae7d40fab1c3b28464635e95&elq=4513703cefd34210913495c293080ea1&elqaid=44856&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=26021
https://www.reutersevents.com/events/patientUSA/webinar/?utm_campaign=5026-23MAY19-WK21-Patient-EFPptnts&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua&partner=Internal-EU&elqTrackId=88564ec2ae7d40fab1c3b28464635e95&elq=4513703cefd34210913495c293080ea1&elqaid=44856&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=26021


Our Concerns
Expensive medications 

Patients often face financial instabil ity and being advertised
an extremely expensive medication without knowing its price
can ult imately be harmful .  Promoting such an expensive drug
and implying it  could help anyone and everyone is deceptive
when there are large economic disparit ies in the US.

Potential  lacking of adequate post-market data to determine
safety  

To our knowledge, there is currently no understanding of how
comment sections or direct messages are regulated by
sponsored advertisements that are posted on Instagram stories.

Confusing definit ions for public of “overstatement of efficacy,
broadening of drug indication, omission of r isks”

 



Example 1: Celebrities



Example 2: Nurtec ODT 



Health Union (formerly WEGO Health): 
Micro-influencers

(1) Endpoints 

https://endpts.com/micro-influencers-with-a-major-platform-are-they-the-next-big-thing-in-pharma-marketing/


Example 4: Microinfluencer



New York Fashion Week x Nurtec ODT 

“Biohaven, the company that
manufactures the migraine drug Nurtec®
ODT (r imegepant) 75 mg, partnered with
Horwell  to collaborate on the jacket’s
design in hopes of speaking to people with
migraine from the runway. They also
connected Horwell  with l ifestyle content
creator and influencer Amy Marietta—
who’s l ived with migraine since high school
—who modeled the buzzed-about bomber
jacket in the Hardware LDN show.” 

Instagram stories versus posts 

Amy Marietta’s instagram stories al l  tag
NurtecODT but there is no apparent
safety information in any of these
stories.  

(1) Glamour.com

https://www.nurtec.com/pi
https://www.glamour.com/sponsored/story/glamour-x-nurtec-nyfw


Our Recommendations for Social Media Companies 
A form of social media “flagging” 

similar to the “sensitive content” warnings seen across various social
platforms, we recommend a flag stating:

“this content includes information about prescription  medications”

Instagram Warning TikTok Warning Mock-up of our suggestion



Our Recommendations for FDA

Facilitate a public workshop with independent stakeholders

The FDA should work with patients and influencers to issue updated guidance on specifically pharma
DTCA within social media. More oversight and research are necessary for social media DTCA.

“Help-Seeking” or disease awareness advertisements are currently being leveraged by pharmaceutical
companies. We ask that there is more clarity on what actually constitutes a “Help-Seeking” Ad, and more
transparency on how these ads are regulated/determined to be appropriate or not.

The Office of Prescription Drug Promotion should extend studies to increase an understanding of the
impact of DTCA on TikTok and Instagram.

For patient groups funded by the pharmaceutical industry, we believe that for transparency’s sake, they
should be an explicit requirement that they have received funding from a prescription medication that
they are discussing. This funding from the pharmaceutical industry might be in the form of unrestricted
grants or sponsorships, regardless, this should be explicitly stated on each social media post that shares
about a prescription drug

Independent advisory board on prescription drug promotion composed of patient/consumer advocates. 

Update the Drug Advertising Glossary to include social media more prominently. 

https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/center-drug-evaluation-and-research-cder/industry-using-social-media
https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/center-drug-evaluation-and-research-cder/industry-using-social-media
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/prescription-drug-advertising/incorrect-help-seeking-ad
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/04/25/2022-08728/agency-information-collection-activities-proposed-collection-comment-request-tradeoff-analysis-of
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/prescription-drug-advertising/drug-advertising-glossary-terms#fair_balance


 FDA and FTC
The FDA and FTC should work together to draft an

updated memo of understanding that is focused on
pharmaceutical advertisements on social media. This

memo of understanding between the FTC and FDA was
created in 1971, which indicates that it must be updated or

a new version should be more publicly apparent.
 

Similar to the FDA and USPTO collaboration, FTC should
increase working with FDA. 

https://www.ftc.gov/policy/cooperation-agreements/memorandum-understanding-between-federal-trade-commission-food-drug
https://www.ftc.gov/policy/cooperation-agreements/memorandum-understanding-between-federal-trade-commission-food-drug


FDA Adverse Event Reporting System 
18 and 64-year-olds are grouped together. 
What would a more reasonable age stratification look like?

Clinical Trials and Adverse Event Reporting
 



Virtual community meetings for young adults with
IBD

Roundtable on Young Adults with IBD - a yearlong
learning community comprised of monthly discussions
between patients and providers

IBD Medical Student Scholars - a unique program for
medical students interested in gastroenterology and
internal medicine to learn about the global challenges
and needs of adolescents and young adults with IBD

 

We facilitate a yearlong fellowship that brings together a
select group of young adults with IBD from around the
world. Our fellows produce monthly content, convene
virtually to hear from influential speakers, engage in
speaking opportunities and receive a stipend for their
participation. 

Our Fellowship

And more...

The CCYAN is a community and international fellowship
program for young adults with IBD.

Who we are

The number of articles or videos
created by and for young
adults with IBD since 2020. 

270

4
Countries

represented in our
2022 Fellowship

Program.


